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Vision and mission
We have observed that a majority of games are
2D and therefore we are taking an extra step
further towards innovation by making a 3D
action packed game.
Zombie Lands is a free to play Player vs
Environment vs Player (PvEvP) battle royale
game.
Zombie Lands uses play-to-earn mechanics,
allowing players to earn tokens and NFTs while
playing the game. You compete against other
players, to claim as much resources as possible
and escape Dystopia before the infection
reaches out to you. Victory goes to the player
that is the last man standing and manages to
survive in time.

ROADMAP
Phase 02
NFT
Marketplace

Phase 01
Launch Demo
Game

Phase 04
Launch Beta
version

Phase 03
Launch small
scale multiplayer
WITH NFT ASSETS

Phase 05
Launch Zombie
Lands Season 01

Phase 01 - Launch Demo Game
The main purpose of this phase is to show
investors a minimum viable product (MVP) of
the idea of the game.
The demo is a Player vs Environment game that
focuses on demonstrating a part of the final
product.
Feel free to try it out here
Final iteration of this project will be a Player vs
Environment vs Player battle royale game.

Phase 02 - Launch NFT
Marketplace
In this phase, Users can purchase in game
characters in the form of NFTs which can be
later used in the game or for re-selling purposes
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Players will also have the ability to stake the
VACCINE tokens. Staking will make players
eligible for NFT drops, as well as allowing users
to earn yield based on the volume of the
marketplace.
.

Phase 03 - Launch NFT
powered game
In this iteration users can use the NFTs in the
actual game.
The purpose of this stage is to demonstrate the
NFT's bought in stage 02 can be used in a demo
mini map.

Phase 04 - Launch Multiplayer
Beta Version
Zombie Lands is developing a free-to-play solo
PvEvP mode. In this multiplayer mode, you will
fight other players with your NFT assets in order
to climb the leaderboard and reach the highest
rewards. If you manage to do so, prepare
yourself to be covered in gold!
A brand new map will be created for this phase
with multiplayer.
Users can apply to our beta program and work
with developers to test and provide feedback to
further improve the game.

Phase 05 - Launch Zombie
Lands Season 01
All the features from phase 01 to phase 04 will
be included in this final stage.
The game will be available for Windows and Mac
Os where users can easily connect their wallets
and start having fun.
VACCINE tokens will also be needed to compete
in the multiplayer modes.

GAMEPLAY MONETIZATION
There are various ways to earn money in the Zombie Lands
ecosystem. This freedom presents players with the opportunity
to choose their preferred way of earning.
Play often. With $VACCINE being earned both for winning
and for playing regularly, make sure to play at least 10
matches per day to ensure that weekly bonus. Be strategic
with your $VACCINE and decide whether it is best to hold it
or stake and use it to buy NFTs.
Be the best. Top players every week are awarded a sum of
$VACCINE tokens. Winning these prizes regularly will greatly
increase your $VACCINE , which will continue to rise in value
with the success of the game.
Selling new skins. The recruiting of new NFTs through game
rewards makes this a truly decentralized gaming experience

Tokenomics - BEP20
Name: ZOMBIE TOKEN
Symbol: ZMB
Total supply:

100,000,000

Founders & Developers - These tokens are
allocated to founding and non-founding
members of Zombie Lands.

Private Sale

Founders

10%

&

Marketing & Partnerships - These tokens will be
used for various ecosystem-building initiatives
such as partnerships with content creators and
marketing.

Developers

15%

Game Incentives

Marketing

20%

&

Partnerships

Private Sale - These tokens will be reserved for a
private sale.

10%

Airdrops - Reward loyal token holders with
airdrops.
Game Incentives - These tokens will be used for
in game rewards.

Airdrops

3%

Public Sale

&

42%

Liquidity

Public Sale & Liquidity - These tokens will be
used for public sale & to provide liquidity in
decentralized exchanges

Thank you
Reach us here
hello@zombielands.io

